The Foreign Correspondent

The next great page-turner from the master
of the noir spy novel.By 1939, thousands
of Italian intellectuals, teachers and
lawyers, journalists and scientists, had fled
Mussolinis fascist government and found
refuge in Paris. There, amidst the poverty
and difficulty of emigre life, they joined
the Italian resistance, founding an
underground press that smuggled news and
encouragement back to their lost homeland.
In Paris, in the winter of 1939, a
murder/suicide at a lovers hotel hits the
tabloid press. But this is not a romantic
tragedy, it is the work of OVRA,
Mussolinis fascist secret police, and meant
to eliminate the editor of Liberazione, a
clandestine newspaper published by Italian
emigres. Carlo Weisz, who has fled from
Trieste and found work as a foreign
correspondent for the Reuters bureau,
becomes the new editor.Weisz is, at that
moment, in Spain, reporting on the tragic
end of the Spanish civil war, but, as soon
as he returns to Paris, he is pursued by the
French Surete, by agents of OVRA, and by
officers of the British Secret Intelligence
Service. In the desperate politics of Europe
on the edge of war, a foreign correspondent
is a pawn, worth surveillance, or blackmail,
or murder.The Foreign Correspondent is
the story of Carlo Weisz and a handful of
anti-fascists -- the army officer known as
Colonel Ferrara, who fights for a lost cause
in Spain, Arturo Salamone, the shrewd
leader of a resistance group in Paris, and
the woman who becomes the love of his
Weiszs life, herself involved in a doomed
resistance underground in Berlin, at the
heart of Hitlers Nazi empire.

Foreign Correspondent has been Australias leading international current affairs program since 1992.Foreign
correspondent definition is - a correspondent employed to send news or comment from a foreign country.Editorial
Reviews. From Publishers Weekly. Starred Review. Fursts reputation as one of todays best writers, in any genre, is
further solidified by this grippingForeign Correspondent is a 1940 American spy thriller film directed by Alfred
Hitchcock. It tells the story of an American reporter who tries to expose enemy spiesCritics Consensus: Alfred
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Hitchcocks Foreign Correspondent features a winning combination of international intrigue, comic relief, and some of
the legendaryForeign Correspondent (1940) is another of director Alfred Hitchcocks spy thrillers. It was his second
American film (and hired out by David O. Selznick to Three months after arriving in Jerusalem to be the Guardians
correspondent here, I was finally issued with a visa, work permit and permanentAnd it was quite a year: his first two
American movies, Rebecca and Foreign Correspondent, were both nominated for the best picture Oscar. Though
RebeccaForeign Correspondent is a weekly Australian documentary series and current affairs program screened on
ABC, Tuesdays at 8:00 pm (AEDT), Wednesdays atForeign Correspondent may refer to: Foreign correspondent
(journalism) Foreign Correspondent (film), an Alfred Hitchcock film Foreign Correspondent (TVFrom Alan Furst,
whom The New York Times calls Americas preeminent spy novelist, comes an epic story of romantic love, love of
country, and love ofForeign Correspondent, American spy film, released in 1940, that was a classic thriller directed by
Alfred Hitchcock, his second Hollywood production. AmericanAction Laraine Day and Joel McCrea in Foreign
Correspondent (1940) Martin Kosleck and Joel McCrea in Foreign Correspondent (1940) Foreign CorrespondentAbout
The Foreign Correspondent. From Alan Furst, whom The New York Times calls Americas preeminent spy novelist,
comes an epic story of romantic love,
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